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11
12

can stand on others’ perspectives,

presentations as well as logical essays.

while being able to share and express
their opinions.
To be able to add originality and

Communication skill is one of the most critical skills that ICS

and feelings through presentations

creativity into the work that the

and essays.

students produce. To be able to

students have to acquire.

１

process information accurately.

Through producing essays and presentation, ICS students can make
Ａ 知識・技能

progress as independent learners.

単元
Product sales pitch / Reading
Problem solving / Reading

Writing academic essays / Reading

10
2

well-structured

through

To be able to express their opinions

７

９

To be able to become a person who

feelings

that they can develop their strength to forge their uniqueness.

５
１

To be able to express opinions and

Students need to have positive attitude toward uncharted horizon so

①Inquiry

学期

３

Writing academic essays/ Reading

２
３

３

Ｃ 批判・創造

単元目標

主な活動

IT Part: To perform well prepared presentation in front

IT Part: The students make presentations with creative

of the audience.

ideas. They present them in front of peer students.

JT Part: To develop an ability to read fast and precisely,

JT Part: Read as much English articles as the students

as well as choosing right answers when doing reading

can to keep up with the latest trend of current university

questions.

entrance exams.

IT Part: To be able to write academic essay by their own,

IT Part: The students practice and develop their writing

using 5 paragraph essay structure.

skills. By doing so, students have opportunities to

JT Part: To develop an ability to read fast and precisely,

express what English skills they have learned in MITA.

as well as choosing right answers when doing reading

JT Part: Read as much English articles as the students

questions.

can to keep up with the latest trend of current university
entrance exams

１

Ｂ 応用・実践

